The thalamus plays crucial roles in the development and mature functioning of numerous sensorimotor, cognitive and attentional circuits. Currently limited evidence suggests that autism spectrum disorder may be associated with thalamic abnormalities, potentially related to sociocommunicative and other impairments in this disorder. We used functional connectivity magnetic resonance imaging and diffusion tensor imaging probabilistic tractography to study the functional and anatomical integrity of thalamo-cortical connectivity in children and adolescents with autism spectrum disorder and matched typically developing children. For connectivity with five cortical seeds (prefontal, parieto-occipital, motor, somatosensory and temporal), we found evidence of both anatomical and functional underconnectivity. The only exception was functional connectivity with the temporal lobe, which was increased in the autism spectrum disorders group, especially in the right hemisphere. However, this effect was robust only in partial correlation analyses (partialling out time series from other cortical seeds), whereas findings from total correlation analyses suggest that temporo-thalamic overconnectivity in the autism group was only relative to the underconnectivity found for other cortical seeds. We also found evidence of microstructural compromise within the thalamic motor parcel, associated with compromise in tracts between thalamus and motor cortex, suggesting that the thalamus may play a role in motor abnormalities reported in previous autism studies. More generally, a number of correlations of diffusion tensor imaging and functional connectivity magnetic resonance imaging measures with diagnostic and neuropsychological scores indicate involvement of abnormal thalamocortical connectivity in sociocommunicative and cognitive impairments in autism spectrum disorder.
Introduction
The thalamus is conventionally considered a 'gateway' or 'relay station' for sensory inputs on their way to cerebral cortex. Sensory more diffuse (non-topographic) modulatory or inhibitory connectivity with the telencephalon (cerebral cortex and basal ganglia) also exists, especially for ventral parts of the thalamus (Sherman and Guillery, 2001; Jones, 2009) . Through its complex feed-forward and feedback connectivity with cerebral cortex (including pathways through the basal ganglia) the thalamus assumes crucial functions in relaying and possibly modulating information between cerebral cortical regions (Sherman, 2007) , suggesting a role of the thalamus beyond simple sensorimotor function, including emotion, motivation and multimodal cognition. This is supported by studies in patients with focal thalamic lesions associated with cognitive and emotional disorders, including amnesia, attentional neglect, aphasia, depression and dementia (Carrera and Bogousslavsky, 2006) .
Although autism spectrum disorders (ASD) are diagnosed on the basis of sociocommunicative behavioural observations (American Psychiatric Association, 2000) , the disorder affects numerous other functional domains, both sensorimotor and higher cognitive (Mü ller, 2007; Rogers, 2009) . Genetic factors are considered predominant in the causation of autism, but the disorder is characterized by strong genetic heterogeneity (Eapen, 2011) and no comprehensive model of neuropathological development in autism is currently available. However, growing evidence indicates anomalies of early brain growth affecting basic mechanisms of cortical organization and brain connectivity. This evidence includes early postnatal brain overgrowth (Courchesne et al., , 2011b Hazlett et al., 2005; Palmen et al., 2005) and subsequently stunted growth, affecting both grey and white matter (Courchesne et al., 2011a) . In addition, there have been reports of errors of cortical organization affecting both horizontal laminar compartments (Bailey et al., 1998; Palmen et al., 2004) and vertical columnar structure (Casanova et al., 2006) , as well as aberrant or reduced functional (Rippon et al., 2007; Mü ller et al., 2011; Schipul et al., 2011) and anatomical connectivity (Sundaram et al., 2008; Jou et al., 2011; Shukla et al., 2011; Weinstein et al., 2011) . The latter findings of abnormal connectivity may relate to evidence from genetic studies implicating numerous candidate genes known to be important for neural circuit formation, in particular axonal and dendritic growth, synaptogenesis and synaptic homeostasis (Toro et al., 2010; Hussman et al., 2011) .
Although quite diverse, the above lines of evidence overall suggest that fundamental mechanisms of cortical differentiation and the establishment of interregional connections may be affected in ASD. In the typically developing brain, cortical columns-considered small functional units (Mountcastle, 1997) -originate from the migration of newly born neurons along radial glial cells, with each column attracting specific connections from thalamus (Rakic et al., 2004) . The specificity of afferent input from thalamus is in turn crucial for the functional specialization of cortical regions (Schlaggar and O'Leary, 1991; O'Leary and Nakagawa, 2002) . Various lines of evidence have implicated the thalamus in autism, including findings of reduced volume (Tsatsanis et al., 2003; Tamura et al., 2010) , neuronal integrity (Friedman et al., 2003) , perfusion (Ryu et al., 1999; Starkstein et al., 2000) and glucose metabolism (Haznedar et al., 2006) in the thalamus itself, as well as results suggestive of abnormal thalamocortical connectivity (Horwitz et al., 1988; Chugani et al., 1997; Mizuno et al., 2006; Cheon et al., 2011) .
In view of these existent findings and the known fundamental importance of thalamocortical connectivity for the development of regional functional specialization in cerebral cortex, it is surprising how little firm knowledge is available about the thalamus and its connections with cortex in ASD. In the present study, we used functional connectivity MRI and probabilistic diffusion tensor tractography to examine functional and anatomical connectivity between cerebral cortex and thalamus and to apply these connectivity patterns to a functional parcellation of the thalamus. Resting state functional MRI, as implemented here, has become a standard technique for the study of intrinsic functional connectivity and has been shown to identify numerous cognitive and sensorimotor networks based on correlations of the blood oxygen leveldependent signal (Beckmann et al., 2005; Fox and Raichle, 2007; Smith et al., 2009; Van Dijk et al., 2010) including thalamocortical networks (e.g. Woodward et al., 2012) . We hypothesized that functional and anatomical connectivity would be overall reduced in children and adolescents with ASD, in comparison with matched typically developing participants, and that these impairments in connectivity would be associated with reduced neuropsychological functioning and increased symptom severity.
Materials and methods

Participants
Twenty-nine children with ASD (four female) and 34 typically developing children (five female) participated in the study. Three ASD and seven typically developing participants were excluded from diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) analyses due to head motion. In view of the extreme sensitivity of functional MRI to even small amounts of head motion (see below), an additional three ASD and four typically developing participants were excluded from functional MRI analyses. For both analyses, groups were matched for age, handedness, verbal IQ and non-verbal IQ (Table 1) . Clinical diagnoses were confirmed using the Autism Diagnostic Interview-Revised (Rutter et al., 2003b) , the Autism Diagnostic Observation Schedule (ADOS; Lord et al., 1999) , and expert clinical judgement according to Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders-IV criteria. Children with ASD-related medical conditions (e.g. fragile X syndrome, tuberous sclerosis), and other neurological conditions (e.g. epilepsy, Tourette's syndrome) were excluded. Participants in the typically developing group had no reported personal or family history of ASD, nor any reported history of other neurological or psychiatric conditions. Informed assent and consent was obtained from all participants and their caregivers in accordance with the University of California, San Diego, and San Diego State University Institutional Review Boards.
Data acquisition
Imaging data were acquired on a GE 3 T MR750 scanner with an 8-channel head coil. Head movement was minimized with foam pillows around participants' heads. DTI data were acquired using singleshot echo-planar diffusion weighted images [ ). Physiological measures of respiration and heart rate were also acquired during the scan using a BIOPAC system. Neuropsychological data were obtained for both groups of participants on the Wechsler Abbreviated Scale of Intelligence (Wechsler, 1999) , and the Developmental Test of Visual-Motor Integration (Beery and Beery, 2010) . For the sociocommunicative domain, additional data beyond ADI-R and ADOS (which were available only for participants with ASD) were acquired using the Social Communication Questionnaire (Rutter, 2003a) , the Social Responsiveness Scale (SRS; Constantino and Gruber, 2005) , and the parent report version of the Behaviour Rating Inventory of Executive Function (BRIEF; Gioia et al., 2000) . Note that data were available for Visual-Motor Integration and BRIEF from only 17 typically developing and 13 participants with ASD.
Cortical and thalamic regions of interest
For both DTI and functional MRI analyses, five cortical seeds were selected consistent with thalamocortical parcellation established in the non-imaging literature (Jones, 2007) and in previous imaging studies reporting thalamic parcellation based on differential connectivity with cerebral cortical regions (Behrens et al., 2003a; Zhang et al., 2008 Zhang et al., , 2010 Fair et al., 2010) . Seeds were created based on Brodmann areas as identified using the Talairach-Tournoux Stereotaxic Atlas (TT-Daemon) in the software suite Analyses of Functional NeuroImages (AFNI; http://afni.nimh.nih.gov/afni) (Cox, 1996) . Cortical seeds were: prefrontal, parietal-occipital, motor, somatosensory and temporal (see Fig. 2C for details). A thalamic mask was further obtained using TT-Daemon atlas in AFNI (Fig. 2D ). For both DTI and functional MRI, analyses were performed separately for each hemisphere, i.e. only ipsilateral thalamocortical connectivity was considered. This methodological simplification is in agreement with the predominantly unilateral organization of thalamic efferents to striatum and cerebral cortex (although a few thalamic nuclei have been shown to receive some afferents from contralateral cerebral cortex; Jones, 2007, pp. 142-6) .
Diffusion tensor imaging: probabilistic tractography
DTI data were preprocessed using the diffusion toolbox in FMRIB Software Library (Smith et al., 2004) . Image misregistration from eddy currents and head movements were first corrected followed by correction of distortions due to magnetic field inhomogeneities, using field maps derived from the phase difference images obtained from two images with different echo times (Jezzard and Balaban, 1995) . Tensor-derived rotational invariants such as mean diffusivity, radial diffusivity and fractional anisotropy were saved for subsequent analysis.
The probability distribution on fibre direction at each voxel was calculated using previously described methods (Behrens et al., 2003b) . Probabilistic fibre tracking (Behrens et al., 2007) was performed to derive white matter tracts originating from cortical seeds (as listed above), which were terminated at the thalamus. Bayesian estimation of diffusion parameters using Markov Chain Monte Carlo sampling technique at each voxel allows determining of the number of crossing fibres per voxel (Behrens et al., 2007) . This procedure builds up distributions on diffusion parameters at each voxel. Repetitive samples from distributions on voxel-wise principal diffusion directions, each time computing a streamline through these local samples allows to generate a sample from the distribution on the location of the true streamline. By taking many such samples, the posterior distribution on the streamline location or the connectivity distribution was generated. For each participant, 5000 tract-following samples were initiated resulting in a probability map of connectivity. These probability maps were compared between typically developing and ASD groups using voxel-wise two-sample t-tests to obtain differences in connection probability between thalamus and cortical regions of interest. Mean diffusivity, radial diffusivity, fractional anistropy and volume were calculated for tracts between each cortical seed and thalamus. Bonferroni correction was performed in each between-group analysis for the number of regions of interest (correction factor: 10).
Functional magnetic resonance imaging data processing
Functional MRI data were preprocessed and analysed using AFNI. The first four time points of the resting-state run were discarded to remove effects of signal instability, and slice-time correction was performed. Functional data were co-registered to Talairach space, resampled to isotropic 3 mm voxels, spatially smoothed to a global full-width at half-maximum of 4 mm, and band-pass filtered at 0.008 5 f 5 0.08 Hz to isolate frequencies at which intrinsic network-specific blood oxygen level-dependent correlations are known to predominate (Lowe et al., 2000; Cordes et al., 2001) . Cortical seeds and thalamic mask were resampled to the resolution of the functional MRI images. The average blood oxygen level-dependent time course was extracted from each cortical seed and two types of correlation analyses were performed. Partial correlation analyses served to map out the specificity of connections for each cortical seed within thalamus. Partial correlations were computed between each cortical seed and each thalamic voxel, eliminating the shared variance among all the cortical seed time courses (Zhang et al., 2008) . However, aside from regional patterns of seed-specific connectivity targeted by partial correlation analyses, we also tested for group differences in global thalamocortical connectivity, which were a possibility given some previous findings of atypically increased connectivity of thalamus (Mizuno et al., 2006) and striatum (Di Martino et al., 2011) with cerebral cortex. Because such global effects could have cancelled out in partial correlation analyses, we also performed a group comparison using total correlations for each cortical seed. For both types of analyses, correlation coefficients were converted to a normal distribution using Fisher's r-to-z transform. The mean z' was then obtained for each cortical seed for all participants to carry out correlations with scores obtained from diagnostic and neuropsychological measures. As mentioned earlier, the thalamus is functionally highly differentiated into numerous specialized nuclei and regions. We therefore also examined the functional differentiation within thalamus, following the procedure from Shih et al. (2011) . A differentiation index (DI) was calculated separately for each hemisphere after extracting time courses for each participant from each thalamic parcel (using group-specific parcellation shown in Fig. 2G and H), as follows:
Alpha, based on Cronbach (1951) , is given by:
where i, j = {1, . . . , k}, k is the number of region of interest (parcel) pairs and rij is the average correlation between all region of interest pairs. To test for age-related changes, Pearson correlations between age and differentiation index were performed, partialling out six motion regressors (three translations and three rotation) detected during motion correction (AFNI's 3dvolreg). In view of the known impact of head motion on blood oxygen leveldependent correlations (Power et al., 2012; Van Dijk et al., 2012) , several steps beyond conventional motion correction were taken in the preprocessing and analysis of the functional MRI data to reduce the effect of head motion. Six rigid-body motion parameters estimated from motion correction of functional volumes were modelled as nuisance variables and removed with regression. Motion for each time point was defined as the root sum square (RSS) of the temporal derivative with the preceding time point. For any instance of RSS 41.5 mm, considered excessive motion, the time point as well as the preceding and following time points were censored. If two censored time points occurred within 10 time points of each other, all time points between them were also censored. In three participants with ASD and four typically developing participants, fewer than 80% time points remained after censoring. These participants were excluded from further analysis. In the final sample of 45 participants, a total of 18 time points in the ASD group and 12 time points in the typically developing group had to be censored. Average head motion over each participant's session was defined as the root mean square of displacement and did not significantly differ between groups (P = 0.72). For more detailed analysis of head motion, a two-way ANOVA was also conducted to test the effects of group and type of motion (three translational and three rotational). The main effect of group was not significant [F(1,246) = 0.172, P = 0.68] nor was the interaction of group and motion type significant [F(5,246) = 0.853, P = 0.51]. This suggests that group differences detected in functional MRI results were unlikely to be driven by group differences in motion or related to differences in type of motion.
'Winner-take-all' parcellation For connectivity-based parcellation of the thalami using DTI data, the total number of samples that reached each cortical region was obtained for each thalamic voxel. Each thalamic voxel was then colour-coded according to the target cortical region with the maximum proportion of samples from averaged map across all participants in each group (Fig. 2E and F) . DTI indices were extracted for each of the resulting thalamic parcels. Functional MRI-based parcellation of the thalami was carried out using z-transformed partial correlation maps averaged across all participants in each group and a 'winner' was determined for each thalamic voxel and was colour-coded based on maximum correlation with a cortical seed ( Fig. 2G and H) .
Results
Probabilistic tractography
DTI analyses showed significantly increased mean diffusivity in the ASD group compared with the typically developing group for tracts connecting thalamus with motor and somatosensory cortices bilaterally and with the prefrontal region of interest in the right hemisphere ( Fig. 1; Supplementary Table 1 ). Radial diffusivity was significantly increased in the ASD group in thalamic tracts for the motor region of interest bilaterally, as well as the somatosensory region of interest in the left and the prefrontal region of interest in the right hemisphere, with a further marginal increase for the somatosensory region of interest in the right hemisphere. No between-group differences for fractional anistropy or tract volume survived Bonferroni correction.
We further performed Pearson correlations between DTI indices and age (Table 2 ). In the typically developing group, significant positive correlations between age and fractional anistropy for motor and somatosensory regions of interest in both hemispheres and prefrontal and parietal-occipital regions of interest in the left hemisphere were found, after Bonferroni correction for number of regions of interest (Table 2 ). In the ASD group, age correlations were generally less robust and did not survive correction (all P 4 0.10, corrected). We also tested for group Â age interactions for fractional anistropy, detecting only a weak trend for the prefrontal region of interest (P = 0.04) in the right hemisphere, which did not survive Bonferroni correction.
Between group comparisons of connection probabilities for each cortical region of interest showed reduced probability of connections in the ASD group between thalamus and parietal-occipital, somatosensory, and temporal regions of interest in both hemispheres and prefrontal and motor regions of interest in the left hemisphere ( Fig. 2A; Supplementary Table 2) . Furthermore, Thalamocortical connectivity in autism Brain 2013: 136; 1942 -1955 | 1945 by guest on October 6, 2016 http://brain.oxfordjournals.org/ connectivity-based thalamic parcellation for our sample of typically developing adolescents using a 'winner-take-all' approach was largely consistent with results from previous DTI studies in adults (Behrens et al., 2003a; Zhang et al., 2010) (Fig. 2E) . Parcellation for the ASD group was overall similar (Fig. 2F ).
Finally, we tested for potential microstructural abnormalities in the ASD group within the thalamus itself (Fig. 3) . While group differences in means consistent with compromised cellular organization (increased mean diffusivity and radial diffusivity, decreased fractional anistropy) were seen in the ASD group for a number of regions of interest (as well as the entire left thalamus), these effects were modest and did not survive Bonferroni correction (Supplementary Table 3 ). Mean diffusivity was found to be marginally increased in the ASD group in the parcels connected with motor cortex in both hemispheres (P 5 0.10, corrected). In the ASD group, mean diffusivity within the thalamic motor parcel was further correlated with mean diffusivity in the probabilistic tract connecting motor cortex with thalamus (Supplementary  Table 4 ).
Functional connectivity
Partial correlation maps between cortical seeds and thalamus for typically developing participants were largely consistent with previous studies in healthy adults (Zhang et al., 2008 , as well as in adolescents of similar age as in the present study (Fair et al., 2010) (Fig. 2B) . Specifically, the prefrontal seed showed strongest correlation with anterior dorsomedial regions of the thalamus, the parietal-occipital seed with posterior regions including the pulvinar, the motor seed with anterior ventrolateral regions, the somatosensory seed with more posterior ventrolateral regions, and the temporal seed with ventromedial and posterior regions. In the ASD Figure 1 Mean diffusivity (MD), radial diffusivity (RD), fractional anisotropy (FA) and volume of thalamic connections with prefrontal, parietal-occipital, motor, somatosensory and temporal cortices in ASD and typically developing (TD) groups (**P 5 0.005, *P 5 0.05, corrected; error bars represent SEM).
group, partial correlation maps were overall similar in location, but smaller in extent for all seeds except the temporal seed, for which extensive functional connectivity was detected bilaterally. These patterns of within-group results were corroborated by betweengroup findings, which showed several clusters of underconnectivity in the ASD group for all seeds except the temporal seed, for which extensive clusters of atypically increased connectivity were found in the right thalamus.
In view of the possibility of global (non-region specific) connectivity differences between groups, we also performed a group comparison for total correlations between each cortical seed and the thalamus. We found clusters of underconnectivity in the ASD group for the prefrontal, parietal-occipital, and somatosensory seeds, compared with the typically developing group (Fig. 2B) . For the motor and temporal seeds findings were mixed, with both clusters of under-and overconnectivity in the ASD group.
Functional connectivity-based thalamic parcellation was overall similar to DTI-based parcellation in the typically developing group, although the parcel with parieto-occipital connectivity was larger in the functional MRI-derived parcellation than in the one derived from DTI, mostly at the expense of the temporo-thalamic parcel (Fig. 2G ). In the ASD group, the thalamic parcel obtained from the prefrontal seed was greatly reduced, whereas the temporo-thalamic parcel was expanded into anterior thalamic regions occupied by the prefrontal parcel in typically developing participants (Fig. 2H) . Results for the differentiation index (examining the specialization of thalamic parcels with respect to their blood oxygen level-dependent time series) indicated no significant differences between typically developing and ASD groups for either right (t = À 1.33, P = 0.19) or left (t = 1.56, P = 0.12) hemispheres. However, significant positive correlations between age and differentiation indices for both right (r = 0.47, P = 0.05) and left (r = 0.50, P = 0.03) hemisphere for typically developing group were found after partialling out the effects of motion (Fig. 4A and B). Corresponding correlations with age were slightly weaker in the ASD group and did not reach significance. We further examined the asymmetry of functional differentiation, using the formula (DI left À DI right )/(DI left + DI right ), (where DI = differentiation index) and found significant group differences in asymmetry (t = À 5.17, P 5 0.001), reflecting leftward asymmetry in the typically developing group [mean = 0.099, standard deviation (SD) = 0.08], but slight rightward asymmetry (mean = À 0.028, SD = 0.08) in the ASD group.
Diagnostic and neuropsychological correlates
To explore how anatomical and functional connectivity results related to diagnostic and neuropsychological scores, we performed a series of Pearson correlation analyses. Correlations between fractional anistropy and diagnostic scores in the ASD group yielded significant negative correlations for fronto-thalamic tracts and ADOS social score (r = À 0.56, P = 0.02 in the left hemisphere; r = À 0.52 P = 0.03 in the right hemisphere) and ADOS total score (r = À 0.54, P = 0.04 in the left hemisphere; r = À 0.49, P = 0.03 in the right hemisphere; Fig. 4C and D) . Negative correlations with ADOS social (r = À 0.55, P = 0.02) and ADOS total scores (r = À 0.55, P = 0.02) were also significant for temporothalamic connections in the left hemisphere. For the ASD group, there was also a marginal negative correlation between mean diffusivity for left fronto-thalamic tracts and non-verbal IQ scores (r = À 0.46, P = 0.05). For the typically developing group, a marginal positive correlation was found between radial diffusivity for right motor-thalamic tract and SCQ scores (r = 0.45, P = 0.04). Correlation analyses were also performed for mean functional MRI z' extracted from each thalamic parcel, partialling out head motion (root mean square of displacement, as described above). These results indicated significant negative correlations for motor thalamic connectivity with ADOS communication scores (r = À 0.35, P = 0.03) and the ADI-R social interaction index (r = À 0.32, P = 0.050) in the ASD group for the right hemisphere ( Fig. 4E and F) . Furthermore, right hemisphere temporo-thalamic connectivity was correlated with the Autistic Mannerisms (r = 0.34, P = 0.03) subdomain on the SRS in both groups. For the left hemisphere, negative correlations were seen for parietaloccipital thalamic connectivity and the metacognition index of the BRIEF (r = À 0.43, P = 0.02) in both groups. Note that based on our directional hypotheses (of impaired connectivity being associated with diagnostic severity and functional impairment), no Bonferroni correction was applied to these correlation analyses.
Discussion
This is the first study to investigate thalamocortical connectivity in ASD using combined measures from functional MRI and DTI tractography. As hypothesized, both anatomical connectivity (as detected by probabilistic tractography) and functional connectivity (as assessed using functional MRI) were overall reduced in children and adolescents with ASD, compared with matched typically developing participants. Our findings are consistent with and expand upon previous reports of thalamic abnormalities, such as reduced volume (Tsatsanis et al., 2003; Tamura et al., 2010) and neuronal integrity (Friedman et al., 2003) , as well as compromise of thalamocortical pathways (Chugani et al., 1997; Cheon et al., 2011) . However, the regional patterns of our findings differed, both across the five different cortical seeds and across the two imaging modalities.
Anatomical connectivity
Connectivity-based parcellation of the thalamus derived from probabilistic tractography was very similar for our cohort of typically developing children and adolescents to previous results for adults (Fig. 2E) . Overall parcellation in the ASD group was also similar, suggesting that gross regional profiles of thalamocortical anatomical connectivity are not dramatically abnormal in ASD (Fig. 2F) , with the sole exception of comparatively extensive representation of parieto-occipital connectivity in posterolateral thalamus. However, this difference was only seen qualitatively on parcellation results, whereas direct group comparison of probabilistic tractography maps ( Fig. 2A) actually showed bilaterally reduced parieto-occipital connectivity for the ASD group in posterior thalamus (primarily in the pulvinar). The pulvinar and its parietal connections are functionally important for spatial attention (Shipp, 2004) and abnormalities of anatomical connectivity detected in our study may relate to impaired attention in ASD (Townsend and Courchesne, 1994; Allen and Courchesne, 2001) . Impaired connectivity between pulvinar and parietal lobe was consistent with the overall pattern of DTI results showing reduced connection probabilities for all five cortical seeds in the ASD group. For the two frontal seeds (prefrontal and motor), this reduction in anatomical connectivity was seen exclusively in the left hemisphere, whereas it was bilateral for parieto-occipital, somatosensory, and temporal seeds ( Fig. 2A) . While overall volumes for thalamocortical tracts identified for the cortical seeds did not differ between groups, diffusion indices for seed-specific tracts yielded evidence of white matter compromise, especially in the right hemisphere. Increased mean and radial diffusion in the ASD group was found for prefrontal, motor, and somatosensory seeds (Fig. 1) , suggesting impaired tissue integrity of thalamocortical fibres, with atypically free water diffusion, including in the directions perpendicular to the main orientation of axons (Le Bihan, 2003) . For comparison, atypically increased mean diffusivity and radial diffusivity was found in post-mortem brains of patients with multiple sclerosis, in the absence of significant differences in fractional anistropy (Klawiter et al., 2011) , which was attributed to demyelination in this population. While the pattern of results in our study was similar, it must be noted that DTI indices are not unique markers of a single tissue parameter, and any interpretation with respect to compromised myelination in ASD has to be taken with caution.
Functional connectivity, differentiation and relative temporo-thalamic overconnectivity
Functional connectivity results corresponded well to the tractography findings, with some exceptions. In the ASD group, prefrontal functional connectivity was under-represented especially in the right thalamus, whereas temporal connectivity was robustly represented bilaterally. Direct group comparison for partial correlations indicated temporo-thalamic overconnectivity in the ASD group, especially in the right hemisphere. These overconnectivity effects occurred in some anterior thalamic regions that showed functional connectivity with prefrontal cortex in the typically developing group. The finding may relate to reduced differentiation in gene expression between frontal and temporal lobes in ASD reported by Voineagu et al. (2011) . The pattern of our functional MRI findings strikingly resembles those observed for children around ages 8-9 years by Fair et al. (2010) , suggesting that older children and adolescents with ASD may display immature fronto-thalamic and temporo-thalamic functional connectivity patterns. However, temporo-thalamic overconnectivity was not pronounced on group comparisons for total correlation, suggesting that such overconnectivity is relative (with respect to connectivity with other cortical regions) and occurs in a context of predominant thalamocortical underconnectivity overall.
Thalamic parcellation based on functional MRI did not fully match the DTI-based parcellation. Similar inconsistencies between these modalities have been reported for healthy adults . Notably, the pattern of functional MRI-based parcellations in our study of typically developing children and adolescents was quite similar to results in adults and resembled the pattern reported for adolescents in Fair et al. (2010) . Differences between connectivity techniques are expected given the very different signal sources (blood oxygenation in cortex versus water diffusion in white matter) of functional MRI and DTI. In addition, although we used identical seeds for both analyses, data processing differed unavoidably. Whereas in probabilistic tractography streamlines are followed from each voxel in a seed separately, functional MRI requires extraction of an averaged time series from an entire seed. Effects of functional specificity of smaller regions within these seeds (e.g. auditory cortex in superior temporal lobe versus anterior temporal association cortex) may thus have been reduced in functional MRI analyses to a greater extent than in probabilistic tractography. Differences in signal source and analytic procedures may also explain a general lack of correlation between DTI and functional MRI measures (Supplementary Table 6 ).
We also examined the differentiation of blood oxygen level-dependent time series across the five different thalamic parcels. The differentiation index that we implemented has been previously shown to be a sensitive measure of age-related increases in local functional specialization in temporal cortex . As expected, differentiation increased significantly with age in the typically developing group. The finding is consistent with maturation of increasingly specialized distributed networks in childhood and adolescence, in line with the theory of interactive specialization (Johnson, 2011) and evidence from functional neuroimaging (Fair et al., 2008 (Fair et al., , 2009 Supekar et al., 2009) . However, these observations have been previously made for differentiation in cerebral cortex, whereas our results suggest that corresponding maturational changes also occur in subcortical structures like the thalamus and that such changes continue throughout adolescence. Similar to the study by Shih et al. (2011) , we found that agerelated increases in thalamic differentiation were more robust in the typically developing than in the ASD group, but the difference in slopes was not significant. Also notable was the asymmetry in differentiation, which was significantly different between groups (leftward in the typically developing group, slightly rightward in the ASD group), suggesting greater impairment in thalamocortical organization of the left compared with the right hemisphere in ASD.
The relative strength of temporo-thalamic connectivity, observed in the partial correlation results, was again apparent in the parcellation, with temporal parcels impinging on thalamic regions occupied by other seeds (especially prefrontal and motor) in the typically developing group. This strong representation of temporal connections in anterior and dorsal thalamus, accompanied by reduced parcels for motor-thalamic connectivity, resembled the functional MRI parcellation patterns observed in pre-teen children (but not adolescents or adults) by Fair et al. (2010) . Related findings in macaque monkeys show that thalamic connectivity of some temporal regions (TE in anterior and TEO in posterior inferior temporal cortex) found in infants is lost or reduced in adults (Webster et al., 1995) . However, the functional relevance of the relative temporo-thalamic overconnectivity in ASD remains unclear. Two functional MRI studies have reported increased temporal activity in the context of reduced frontal activity in response to language tasks (Just et al., 2004; Harris et al., 2006) , potentially consistent with our findings. Specifically related to the predominance of these findings in the right hemisphere, a number of studies have observed atypical rightward asymmetry of language-related auditory activity in temporal lobes in ASD (Mü ller et al., 1999; Boddaert et al., 2003) , with recent corresponding results in infants and toddlers (Eyler et al., 2012) .
We also found a negative correlation between temporo-thalamic anatomical connectivity (fractional anistropy from DTI) in the left hemisphere and ADOS scores, suggesting that left temporothalamic connectivity was more impaired in children with more severe symptomatology. Conversely, for temporo-thalamic functional connectivity in the right hemisphere, a positive correlation was found with autistic mannerisms (Fig. 4H) . Overall, this indicates that stronger temporo-thalamic functional connectivity may be beneficial in the left-but detrimental in the right-hemisphere with respect to sociocommunicative abilities.
Comparing functional MRI with DTI findings, it was remarkable that relative temporal overconnectivity was not observed at all in probabilistic tractography. Although the functional MRI and DTI findings may thus appear divergent, they are in fact overall consistent with the literature. Previous DTI studies have reported reduced fractional anistropy in anterior thalamic radiation (Cheon et al., 2011) and in the anterior limb of the internal capsule, which incorporates thalamocortical fibres (Jou et al., 2011; Shukla et al., 2011) . Cheung et al. (2009) found no group differences for the anterior thalamic radiation, but reported correlation between fractional anistropy in this tract and Autism Diagnostic Interview reciprocal social interaction scores in children with ASD. Differences in functional MRI and DTI findings for temporo-thalamic connectivity can again be attributed to the very different signal sources mentioned above, which make them sensitive to different aspects of connectivity. For example, whereas DTI tractography will probe the integrity of direct axonal connections between temporal lobe and thalamus, functional MRI may detect effects of indirect polysynaptic connectivity via other brain regions, such as the basal ganglia (cf Di Martino et al., 2011) .
Few previous studies have presented results relevant to temporo-thalamic connectivity in ASD. Mizuno et al. (2006) reported overconnectivity between thalamus and anterior superior temporal lobe in the left hemisphere, accompanied by thalamic underconnectivity with medial temporal regions bilaterally. Shih et al. (2011) detected robust overconnectivity between thalamus and posterior superior temporal sulcus in a larger sample of children and adolescents with ASD. Methodological differences may account for divergent findings. Mizuno et al. (2006) studied adults (rather than children) and used thalamic (rather than cortical) seeds. Shih et al. (2011) tested for thalamic connectivity only in a small region of lateral temporal cortex. Both studies used taskactivated (rather than resting state) data, although task effects were regressed out. In a broader context, our findings of impaired thalamocortical connectivity are consistent with previous studies indicating functional (Ryu et al., 1999; Starkstein et al., 2000; Friedman et al., 2003; Haznedar et al., 2006) and anatomical (Tsatsanis et al., 2003; Tamura et al., 2010) impairment of thalamus in ASD. They are also consistent with the very first functional connectivity study that explored thalamocortical correlations using glucose PET (Horwitz et al., 1988) .
Microstructural integrity of the thalamus and impairment of motor circuits
We also examined diffusion indices within thalamus. DTI has been conventionally used only in white matter. However, several recent studies suggest that DTI indices can be meaningfully applied to subcortical grey matter, such as basal ganglia and thalamus (Fabbrini et al., 2008; Jia et al., 2011; Luo et al., 2011; Goble et al., 2012; Yang et al., 2012) . In the present study, DTI indices for thalamic parcels were mostly moderately or significantly correlated with indices for the tracts connecting the given thalamic region and the cortical seed (Supplementary Table 4 ). This overall supports the validity of DTI measures in thalamic grey matter, suggesting that the microstructural integrity of each thalamic region was linked to the integrity of its specific cortical connectivity.
Although we did not detect differences in fractional anistropy we found marginally increased mean diffusivity bilaterally within the thalamic motor parcel, i.e. the parcel defined by predominant connectivity with motor cortex. Furthermore, increased mean diffusivity in this parcel was correlated with increased mean diffusivity in the tracts connecting motor cortex and thalamus, suggesting an association of compromised connectivity with microstructural anomaly of the motor thalamus itself. Since no significant evidence of microstructural abnormalities was found for other thalamic parcels, our results may suggest some degree of specificity in thalamic impairment with respect to motor functions. This is further tentatively supported by the relatively robust findings for mean diffusivity and radial diffusivity in tracts between motor cortex and thalamus bilaterally. Functioanl MRI findings also showed bilaterally reduced functional connectivity between motor cortex and thalamus.
Going back several decades (Damasio and Maurer, 1978) , many behavioural studies have shown motor abnormalities in ASD. A recent review (Gowen and Hamilton, 2013) indicates that these primarily reflect impaired sensorimotor integration and motor planning, as well as variability and dysmetria of movements, whereas motor learning may be intact. This pattern of findings suggests subcortical and cerebellar involvement. However, the evidence of such abnormalities specifically implicating the thalamus is slim. In an functional MRI study of simple unilateral motor execution in adults with ASD (Mü ller et al., 2001) , activation in contralateral thalamus and basal ganglia was more robust in a typically developing control group, but group differences reached significance only in the caudate nucleus. Similarly, no group differences for thalamic activation during finger sequence tapping were reported for children with ASD by Mostofsky et al. (2009) , who, however, detected reduced functional connectivity within a motor circuit including primary motor cortex, supplementary motor area, thalamus and cerebellum. In an EEG study, Enticott et al. (2009) detected severe abnormalities of movement-related potentials over central brain regions, which the authors interpreted as disruptions in circuits involving thalamus, basal ganglia, and supplementary motor area. However, the imaging evidence directly linking motor abnormalities in ASD to the thalamus remains modest. Furthermore, several considerations mandate caution with respect to the findings from the present study. First, as discussed above reduced thalamo-cortical connectivity was a consistent finding for all cortical regions of interest examined, indicating that any preponderance of motor impairment is relative. Second, in voxelwise DTI analyses of connection probabilities ( Fig. 2A) , the right thalamus showed no significant reduction of connectivity with motor cortex in the ASD group. specialization (O'Leary and Nakagawa, 2002; Rakic et al., 2004) , findings from children and adolescents cannot demonstrate that impaired thalamocortical connectivity is causally involved in the emergence of sociocommunicative and other impairments in ASD. Our hypothesis of impaired thalamocortical connectivity being associated with such impairments was tentatively supported by a number of correlations of anatomical and functional connectivity indices with diagnostic and neuropsychological scores (Fig. 4) . As mentioned, for temporo-thalamic functional connectivity, diagnostic correlations were hemisphere-specific (beneficial on the left, but unexpectedly detrimental on the right). For fronto-thalamic anatomical tract integrity (fractional anistropy), diagnostic correlations were relatively robust bilaterally, with reduced fractional anistropy being associated with increased symptom severity. These findings suggest that thalamocortical connectivity (reduced in most analyses; relatively increased in functional MRI analyses for right temporal lobe) may play a role in autistic symptomatology. However, it remains possible that developmental causality reflected in our findings is inverse and that atypical interaction with the environment and atypically restricted interests in children with ASD secondarily affect the maturation of connections between cerebral cortex and thalamus. Most likely, the abnormalities observed in our study reflect a combination of factors contributing to sociocommunicative impairments and of downstream effects of these impairments.
Limitations
The participants in this study were selected in view of their ability to hold still during functional and anatomical MRI scans. Our ASD cohort was therefore high-functioning and the findings presented here may not apply to children with ASD on the lower end of the spectrum. Furthermore, while correlations of connectivity measures with diagnostic and neuropsychological scores were detected (overwhelmingly in the expected direction), these links were affected by variability that is known to exist even within the highfunctioning ASD population. We therefore consider these findings an overall indication of links between thalamocortical connectivity and diagnostic and cognitive features of the disorder, whereas each specific correlation needs to be taken with caution. With respect to the imaging procedures, in this very first functional MRI and DTI study of thalamocortical connectivity in ASD we used large cortical seeds, encompassing many smaller functional regions. Future studies will have to delve deeper into the specificity of connections between more narrowly specialized regions (e.g. inferior frontal cortex or anterior temporal pole) and thalamus. A further simplification in our study was the focus on ipsilateral thalamocortical connections. While these are vastly predominant in the typically developing brain, any possible abnormalities in this hemispheric organization in ASD may have gone undetected in our study.
Conclusions
Our study is the first to provide comprehensive evidence of bilateral impairment of functional and anatomical connectivity between cerebral cortex and thalamus in ASD. While these findings were relatively consistent for five large cortical seeds, some regional differences were also found, with relatively robust impairment of thalamic motor connections, but relative sparing and partial functional overconnectivity for temporo-thalamic connections in the right hemisphere. Correlations with diagnostic and neuropsychological measures suggest a role of thalamocortical connectivity in sociocommunicative, cognitive and sensorimotor impairments in ASD.
